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Abdominal Sepsis. Some Genetic-Molecular Mechanisms of Its Occurrence
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Abstract
Sepsis is a dangerous pathology which is characterized by a high mortality and morbidity in the whole world. Among varieties of sepsis an abdominal sepsis takes the second position. A huge number of scientific investigations, dedicated to sepsis, were done and are being done now. The search for new pathophysiological links of sepsis is ongoing. Studies show that more and more scientists pay attention to the status of genes polymorphism and their influence on the molecular mechanisms of the course of abdominal sepsis, which can help to decide this complex medical problem.
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Even in economically developed countries, sepsis is characterized by a lack of tendency to a decrease of the number of patients and high mortality, despite the modern arsenal of diagnostic measures, the newest methods of treatment, the use of strong antibacterial agents and considerable funding. Sepsis remains a pressing problem in medicine. For example, about 75000 cases of severe sepsis or septic shock are diagnosed annually by physicians in Germany [1]. In the United States, particularly in 2009, 1.6 million patients were treated for septicaemia. Budgetary costs for the treatment of septicaemia were $ 20.3 billion in 2011, in the US. Sepsis, according to a financial cost of its treatment, is among the top of ten nosologies [2]. In addition, patients who had sepsis, require long-term rehabilitation due to susceptibility to many diseases and they are in a group of risk of mortality in the next 5 years.

For the past 5 years, there has been an increase in mortality rates in patients with a surgical profile with severe infectious complications, and this trend promises to be stable [35]. According to frequency of detection, abdominal surgical infection ranks the second position after respiratory tract infections [73]. Abdominal sepsis mortality remains high in 30%, and infectious-toxic shock mortality rises to 80% [68].

In Ukraine, official data concerning sepsis and mortality data are controversial and inaccessible [2]. One of the reasons the high sepsis mortality rate in Ukraine is the lack of verified sepsis cases, which makes it impossible to objectively assess the magnitude of the problem and apply adequate tactical and management decisions. Formation regional or national registers of sepsis will help to investigate the epidemiological, clinical, microbiological and profile regimen of treatment of patients with sepsis. This can effect on decrease of a mortality and improve the global situation with sepsis as a whole [33].

Sepsis classification according to Bone: bac-
teriemia, systemic inflammatory response syndrome, sepsis, severe sepsis, septic shock, multiple organ failure syndrome [46]. There are main modern theories of sepsis: the theory of hyper-inflammation, the theory of immunosuppression, the theory of two-phase response, the theory of “chaos”, the theory of “non-bacterial sepsis” and the theory of immune imbalance [50]. Among main mechanisms of development and progress of sepsis there are infectious-toxic, microcirculatory and mediator ones. Mainly, all mechanisms are simultaneously involved in the development of sepsis [29, 30]. There are four phases of sepsis: induction, cascade, secondary autoaggression phase and multiorgan dysfunction phase. Among the main criteria that indicate the occurrence of sepsis there are: focus of infection with systemic inflammatory response syndrome and bacteriemia; prolonged fever; bacteriemia; multiple appearance of purulent focuses or recurrence of the disease.

The interaction of the macroorganism and the infectious agent causes a controlled local inflammatory reaction. The inflammatory response on a bacterial infection begins with the recognition of a pathogen-associated bacterial substance. A significant role in the body’s susceptibility to sepsis belongs to its genetic map [4], which influences the pathophysiological links of sepsis [6]. Initial recognition and the resultant response are supported by a large number of cellular proteins, which in most cases are polymorphic. Non-histone amphoterin protein (HMGB1), which is increased in sepsis, affects gene transcription and nucleosome formation [50]. Amphoterin can bind with NFkappaB-dependent signaling receptors, expressed on myeloid and lymphoid cells: toll-like receptors (TLR2, TLR4, TLR9), glycosylation end-receptor (RAGE) and myeloid cell-triggered receptor (TREM-1). Interaction with these receptors causes pro-inflammatory activation of myeloid cells and leads to the formation of pro-inflammatory mediators, which is the cause of systemic inflammatory process [52]. Variations in genes that encode proteins may determine the general response of organism to infection. Polymorphic variants of genes determine the individual features of metabolic processes at the cellular level, determining the individuality of reactions on the action of exogenous factors and endogenous products that are formed under oxidative stress. Mainly, from 2 to 9 associations of microorganisms cause the development of abdominal sepsis. Among pathogenic agents of abdominal sepsis there are representatives of Enterobacteriaceae: E. coli, Proteus, Klebsiella, Enterobacter, Serratia, E. cloacae, K. pneumonia, P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, E. faecalis [19, 20]. In experimental abdominal sepsis, E. coli and bacteria of the Bacteroides were mainly detected. It was characteristic that the species composition of the autofeces and the species composition of microorganisms which were detected in the abdominal cavity differed after the autofeces insertion into the abdominal cavity. There were no bifidobacteria, peptococci, peptostreptococci. Clostridial forms of bacteria are not often detected. In statistically significant concentrations, fungi of the Candida kinds were found in the abdominal cavity of experimental rats, whereas in autofeces these fungi were detected in some cases [24]. Fungi of the Candida family have pathogen factors among which there are an adhesion, that is an ability fixing to the cells of the host (epitheliocytes, endothelial cells, etc.), the presence of proteinases and lytic enzymes which take a part in phospholipolysis; ability a transforming into a hyphal form, that enhances the adhesive properties of fungi of Candida kinds; suppressive effect on T-dependent immune responses that are associated with the presence of mannan in the cell wall and phenotype changes of fungi of Candida kinds, which causes their considerable variability, resistance to mutations and adverse factors [24]. Role of other microorganisms is minor, as the study shows. These microorganisms are associated with Escherichia and bacteroides [22]. Beside, these microorganisms enhance the virulence of the primary pathogen and suppress factors, mechanisms of non-specific and specific immunity [23]. However, it is not always possible to carry out bacteriological verification (the presence of microflora is determined only in 45-70% of cases in sepsis), which may be explained by imperfect bacteriological examination and that dead and damaged tissues cause a generalized inflammatory response [25]. The use of mod-
ern molecular methods (polymerase chain reaction, fluorescence in situ hybridization – FISH) that allow to detect pathogens in 80-100% are expensive, sensitive to contamination and require the appropriate qualification of laboratory workers [57]. Products of vital activity of microorganisms, their endo- and exotoxins, end products of metabolism, the concentration of which exceeds the norm (lactate, ammonia, urea, creatinine, etc.), components of cellular, tissue, organ regulatory systems in high concentrations (circulating immunocomplexes, peroxidation products, biogenic amines, etc.), membrane enzymes (trypsin, amylase, hydrolases), toxic substances (indole, scatol) lead to the development of endogenous intoxication. Gram-negative microorganisms produce endotoxin that can be detected in serum by the LAL-test [46], and gram-positive microorganisms “undress” components of their membrane (peptidoglycan, lipoic acid, etc.) [38]. Others factors of virulence of microflora affect the development of sepsis. For example, enterococcus cytolytin causes erythrocyte hemolysis; aggregation substance has a cytotoxic effect on the heart and lungs; microorganisms’ gelatinase helps to penetrate the basilar membrane; extracellular superoxide activates lipid peroxidation and lymphocyte apoptosis [48]. Endotoxin is one of the strongest exogenous modulators of immunological reactivity. The biological activity of endotoxin depends on the lipid component (lipid A) [45, 46]. Under the influence of a lipopolysaccharide the cells of the myelomonocytic series, Kupffer cells of the liver [48] produce endogenous inflammatory mediators [45]. At the study of electron microscopic criterions of the functional activity of mononuclear macrophages, two populations of mononuclear macrophages with increased and decreased functional activity were identified in the inflammation site. The presence of mitochondria with increased matrix density and tightly packed cristae indicates on expressed their functional activity. Some mitochondria contain a homogenized matrix. In one group of mitochondria it is found accumulation of microchannels, cytolyosomes, in other group mitochondria it is found tubular structures and dense granular material and these mitochondria similar on residual corpuses covered by a single membrane. The presence of secondary lysosomes and microorganisms indicates strong phagocytic activity [43]. Like pathogenic microorganisms, the remnants of destroyed mitochondria cause an inflammatory reaction also. It confirms the bacterial origin of the mitochondria. In mitochondria, as in bacteria, the nuclear genome DNA sections are not methylated [59].

Endotoxin, entering into the blood, leads to the whole complex cascade of pathological changes in the body at intra-abdominal infection [19]. Endotoxin is able to activate endotoxin-binding protein of plasma, leading to stimulation of Toll-like receptors structures on cells of the monocyte-macrophage system, that is, the so-called pattern receptors. In this processing a splitting off from the CD-14 monocyte/macrophage receptor complex and the formation of presepsin is carried out [59]. Presepsin is used as a biomarker of infectious sepsis [32]. There are pattern recognition receptors: Toll (TLRs) -like receptors, NOD (NLRs) -like receptors and RIG (RLNs) -like receptors. Toll-like receptors and NOD-like receptors are the most important components of innate immunity that protect the organism against infection. However, there are possible disorders and changes in Toll-like receptors, in signal transduction from receptors, gene polymorphism that only escalate and complicate the course of sepsis. For example, the presence of a mutation in the gene encoding IRAK-4 kinase causes severe purulent processes [61]. Toll-like receptors recognize the major molecular patterns of bacteria, viruses, fungi and other pathogens [39]. Under the influence of Toll-like receptors, transcription and induction of genes are initiated, which initiates general mechanisms of immune defence [58, 60]. Kinin, coagulation, complement, peripheral blood cells – neutrophils, eosinophils, monocytes, macrophages, endothelial cells are activated. This causes the enhancing the synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin -1, -6, -8, -12), TNF-α and TNF-β, CCL2, CCL5, CCL11 chemokines, and increase the number of anti-inflammatory mediators (interleukin -4, -10, -13), leading to a systemic inflammatory response syndrome [36, 39]. Cytokines have a wide range of biological effects, that is manifested by
changes in metabolism, hematopoiesis, vascular properties, functions of regulatory systems, such as the central nervous system [46]. Cytokine activity is genetically determined [47]. For example, when studying the polymorphism of the gene responsible for the synthesis of TNF-α, it was found that the presence of a mutated allele in it is associated with the progression of sepsis [55]. At abdominal sepsis, the most often gene variant CC is detected, rarely the CT and TT gene variant is detected. It is indicated an unfavourable course of sepsis with the CT and TT variant of the gene [18]. Cytokine formation is caused by the activation of nuclear factor (NK-kB) [50]. Monocyte-macrophage cytokines predominate in the early sepsis phase, whereas in the late sepsis phase lymphocyte-derived cytokines and the interferon dominate. Aggravation of sepsis and development of septic shock are associated with loss of regulatory activity of lymphocytic cytokines [44]. Studies show that interleukin-6 level increase depending on the severity of abdominal sepsis. Its value can be up to five times higher than the control value that is associated with interleukin-6 gene polymorphism [47]. Interleukin-8 is pro-inflammatory. In conditions of abdominal sepsis, the interleukin-8 is increased, and with the development of multiple organ failure, its content is decreased. Interleukin-1 (anti-inflammatory receptor antagonist) increases with the severity of abdominal sepsis and its content remains high at multiple organ failure [37]. Interleukin-10 also increases at abdominal sepsis. It is known, interleukin-10 inhibits T-cell proliferative activity and inhibits monocyte activation. Interleukin-17 stimulates pro-inflammatory responses at sepsis and promotes formation of interleukin-1 β, interleukin-6, TNF-α [51]. TNF-α is one of the important cytokines that is synthesized by immune cells and adipocytes. This cytokine stimulates the secretion others cytokines by endothelial cells and leukocytes. TNF-α affects the metabolism of arachidonic acid and causes cell apoptosis [62]. Damage endothelial cells, lipopolysaccharide of microorganisms leads to a decrease the level of angiotensin-converting enzyme [47], which contributes the catalysis of angiotensin II synthesis. Angiotensin II is a pro-inflammatory mediator, which regulates the production of cytokines, in particular, interleukin-6. Synthesis of angiotensin-enzyme is activated by macrophages and T-lymphocytes. The DD genotype of the angiotensin-converting enzyme is associated with the development of sepsis [47]. It was found an increase of Endo-Cab sign, depending on the severity of the course of abdominal sepsis. However, analysing the results of changes of cytokines, significant individual variations of these indicators were revealed that indicates the expedience of their study in the dynamics of the course of abdominal sepsis [26]. Imbalance of cytokines characterizes the influence of cytokine dysregulation on the pathogenesis of severe sepsis, but not general level of hypercytokinemia [3]. Correlation of IL-1-Ra/TNF-α and IL-10/IFN-γ characterizes cytokine dysregulation and severity of sepsis. Low levels of interleukin-2 and IFN-γ evidences about cytokine dysregulation [49]. Suppression of interleukin-2 production at low proliferative activity of mononuclear cells is a reliable sign of T-cell energy. T-cell energy, along with reduced proliferative response, indicates the severity of sepsis. Research shows that the autonomic nervous system affects the immune system, leading to inhibition of cytokine synthesis. Under the influence of acetylcholine, macrophages reduce the synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines [50], while under the influence of catecholamines, the content of pro-inflammatory cytokines increases, lymphocyte activation occurs, cell proliferation and apoptosis are stimulated [50].

Endotoxicosis and increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines induce procalcitonin production [32]. Procalcitonin is produced in the liver, kidneys, muscles and other parenchymal cells at inflammation. It has been noted that procalcitonin can act as a modulator of the inflammatory-immune response [28] and at the same time procalcitonin can cause toxic effects on the tissues [28]. Procalcitonin is used as a biomarker of sepsis [34]. However, procalcitonin does not reflect the severity of sepsis [32]. In the case, when regulatory systems fail to maintain homeostasis, the destructive effects of cytokines and other mediators begin to dominate,
that leads a disorder capillary endothelial permeability and its function [39]. Disorder of the balance between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory factors causes autoagression and hypercatabolism.

Damage of the vascular endothelium arises in a result of the activation of blood coagulation, complement systems, blood cells, including macrophages and neutrophils under the influence of microbial cells [46]. The complement system is represented by the protein complex which affects the course of sepsis the course of sepsis. In particular, increasing a content of C5a can lead to an imbalance in the coagulation system, immune paralysis or multiple organ failure [50]. Studies show that the content of erythrocytes and hemoglobin at sepsis is reduced, which is caused by hemolysis and apoptosis of erythrocytes and it is one of the causes of anemia of varying severity [42]. At abdominal sepsis, the sorption capacity of erythrocytes increases [11]. Microbial endotoxins cause hemolysis of red blood cells. Erythrocyte apoptosis is caused by some components of blood plasma that have not yet been identified [8]. The heme that is released in a result of hemolysis and apoptosis is toxic and a role of heme is important at oxidative stress, injuring a tissues and cells of the immune system [9].

Microbial endotoxin and pro-inflammatory cytokines induce secretion of tissue factors, which potentiate the processes of coagulation from endothelial cells and monocytes that leads to excess coagulation processes. The activity of natural anticoagulants such as heparin, antithrombin, protein C, thrombomodulin in sepsis is reduced, and an imbalance of anticoagulant mechanisms can lead to a bleeding or thrombosis [53]. It appears the so-called ”loop gain” – inflammation increases coagulation and excessive coagulation increases inflammation. This leads to vascular collapse that is the cause of the appearance of the microcirculatory bed thrombosis and activation of hypoxic and free radical necrobiosis in tissues injured by ischemia that leads to micro-vessel disorders and multiple organ failure [39, 41]. In sepsis, excessive activation of coagulation can be caused by neutrophil extracellular traps. Neutrophils release neutrophil extracellular traps which contain nucleic acids, histones, and granule contents (myeloperoxidase, neutrophil elastase). Neutrophil extracellular traps form web-
like formations that trap pathogens, reducing their spread and improvement of neutrophil antimicrobial activity [68]. However, neutrophil extracellular traps that cause an excessive coagulation might lead to disseminated intravascular coagulation [69, 70]. Microcirculatory lesions, arising in a result of sepsis, are associated with the excretion of atomic oxygen, lytic enzymes, vasoactive substances (NO) and endothelial cell growth factors [39, 40]. Increase concentration of nitric oxide (NO) in sepsis is associated with stimulation of macrophages by TNF-α, interleukin-1 and synthesis of nitric oxide by vascular endothelium. The formation of nitric oxide is regulated by the enzyme NO-synthase. In sepsis an increase of nitric oxide is able to enhance the self-destructive action of cytokines and endotoxins, which can lead to a septic shock [50]. Besides, nitric oxide is involved in antimicrobial protection, causing the death of microorganisms or adversely affects on their reproduction and growth. The antimicrobial action of nitric oxide is carried out through the processes of nitrosylation and deamination of proteins, oxidative damage and disorder of DNA reparation [66]. Nitric oxide causes hemodynamic instability, which results in the relaxation of vascular smooth muscle and leads to hypotension [39]. Nitric oxide forms a complex with heme ferrous cytochrome P450 and inactivates this enzyme of monooxygenase system, which has the ability to catalyze oxidation reactions, to take a part in oxidative, peroxidase metabolism of endogenous substances (steroids, bile acids, leukotrienes, etc.), activated at appearance of foreign substances [14].

In the overproduction of nitric oxide in the conditions of intensification of the processes of free radical oxidation, a highly active compound of peroxynitrite is formed. It has high reaction activity. Peroxynitrite takes a part in the nitration of tyrosine remnant in proteins, destroys membrane lipids, damages the endothelium [21], initiates lipid peroxidation, inactivates aconitase, inhibits electron transport in mitochondria, oxidizes biological thiols. Peroxynitrite is a strong DNA-destroying agent [22], which initiates the processes of apoptosis. Metabolized peroxynitrite is capable to cause destruction of almost all cell components. Complex S-nitrosoglutathion is formed as a result of connection of glutathione with nitric oxide. That complex S-nitrosoglutathion is a depot of endogenous nitric oxide (NO release is catalyzed by the thioredoxin system). This increases the bioavailability of this molecule, prevents its binding with superoxide anion and the formation of peroxynitrite [17]. Disorders of microcirculation in sepsis lead to tissue hypoxia, the predominance of anaerobic glycolysis and the accumulation of active forms of oxygen (superoxide radical (O₂), hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), hydroxyl radical (OH), peroxynitrite, hypochlorite) [55]. Tissue hypoxia and anaerobic glycolysis in sepsis lead to lactic acidosis. In addition, in sepsis glucose entry into cells was impaired, leading to hydrocarbon hypermetabolism, which is also a prerequisite for the occurrence of lactic acidosis [63]. According to studies, the content of lactate correlates with the severity of sepsis. Determination of lactate content in sepsis is more accurate in capillary blood than in arterial or venous blood [64]. With the development of sepsis, the content of toxic lipoperoxidation products, including diene conjugates and malondialdehyde increases that is caused by the processes of free radical oxidation.

In sepsis endothelial dysfunction is characterized by an imbalance between the substances produced by the endothelium. The main markers of endothelial functional status include nitric oxide, endothelin-1 (Et-1), Willebrand factor, changed endothelial cells [55]. Endothelin-1 is a nitric oxide antagonist and has the properties of a strong vasoconstrictor. Role endothelin-1 has not yet been fully studied at inflammatory processes. The Willebrand factor is synthesized by endothelial cells at vascular damage and provides the binding of platelet receptors with subendothelial structures of the damaged vessel [55]. In abdominal sepsis, fluid is released from the vascular bed to the interstitium. The course of inflammation process depends on number of mediators involved in this, affecting the vascular endothelial permeability, causing to the greater loss of fluid that is manifested by the development of capillary leak syndrome [13]. The occurrence of capillary leak syndrome is associated with disorder vascular endothelial function [52] that can be
damaged by prostaglandins and thromboxane [51].

Gene polymorphism may influence metallothionein 2 expression. Metallothionein 2 is a cysteine-rich low-weight protein found in the body. Its main function is binding, transfer and organ accumulation of metals [76]. A trace elements and metal enzymes effect interaction of micro-and macroorganism in sepsis [7]. Trace elements and metal enzymes effect hematopoiesis, processes of tissue respiration, energy metabolism, immunological reactions, synthesis of biologically active substances, predetermine the level of free radical processes in tissues and organs. Studies show that the content of iron [75], copper and zinc in whole blood with increasing endotoxemia, is significantly reduced [15]. Some gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria which can produce siderophores need in iron acquisition [74]. According data [70, 71], zinc accumulates in metabolically and immunologically active organs such as the liver and spleen at sepsis. Biogenic trace elements cobalt and zinc can effect lipid peroxidation activity and antioxidant protection system. The copper-containing enzyme ceruloplasmin is synthesized in the liver and lungs and provides transport of copper to form cytochrome C oxidase, zinc-dependent superoxide dismutase. Ceruloplasmin is able to inhibit lipid peroxidation and influence the course of the inflammatory process [56]. Selenium deficiency in the organism impairs the course of sepsis and affects the content of CD14 lymphocytes. The decrease the activity of selenium-containing glutathione peroxidase causes a decrease the bactericidal properties of neutrophils [65]. Manganese is one of the vital elements of the body. Basically manganese is present in mitochondria. It is found that manganese prevents lipid peroxidation [65] which is increased in sepsis. There are Fe-, Cu-, Zn-, Mn-dependent superoxide dismutase depending on the trace element which takes part in the formation of superoxide dismutase [57]. Studies show that superoxide dismutase content decreases almost twice in sepsis.

**Conclusions**

Thus, problem of abdominal sepsis remains topical and undecided nowadays. Studied different pathological links have not answered the high data of mortality and morbidity in abdominal sepsis. Further study of molecular mechanisms of sepsis course in combination with gene polymorphism will help to understand appearance complications and mortality in abdominal sepsis.
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